12th November 2018
Dear Parents and Carers,
P6/7 Learning Journey this Half Term
I am delighted with how hard the children have been working so far this term and am writing to let you know what
we will be up to in the main curriculum areas in the coming weeks.
Numeracy:
• Number: Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication and Division (ongoing through all maths topics)
• Shape: 2D Shapes and Angles
• Measures: Length and Perimeter
• Measures: Weight
• Measures: Time
Literacy:
• Parts of speech/Word Classes consolidating knowledge of nouns, adjectives, verbs and adverbs and moving
on to pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions and interjections
• Use of increasingly complex punctuation
• Group reading book with relevant language activities and comprehensions
• Creative writing – Vocabulary, Connectives, Openers, Punctuation (VCOP) will be developed to create
increasingly complex sentences in tasks such as recounts, letters, explanations and persuasive writing
The World Around Us (WAU):
The Second World War (continued from the first half of the Autumn Term).
• The Blitz
• Propaganda
• The Role of Women
• Key Events
UICT:
So far this academic year, the children have been experimenting with the drawing features of Microsoft Word to
ultimately create a self portrait. Their next project will be using ICT to create a data collection sheet, displaying their
results in graph form and then importing their graph into a Word document.
In addition, the children will continue to use Mathletics and the new literacy app – Reading Eggs. Log in details for
Mathletics are the same as last year. Reading Eggs log in details will be available soon and will be stuck into their
School Diaries like the Mathletics ones. I intend to set assignments on these apps for homework on occasions.
Please let me know if there are issues with the children accessing these apps from home so that I can make
alternative arrangements.
If you have questions or queries about anything at all, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me via Seesaw or
the school office.
Thank you for your support.
Kind regards,

Mrs A. Foster
P6/7 Teacher
Coordinator of Music, Drama, Art and UICT
Head of Key Stage Two

